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INDUCTIVE DISTURBANCES IN TELEPHONE LINES.
BY LOUIS COHEN.
The inductive action of one telephone line on another, pro-
ducing what is commonly known as cross-talk, presents an
important problem to the telephone engineer. The induction
is both electromagnetic and electrostatic. A variable current
passing through any circuit is accompanied by a variable
magnetic field, which will produce electric currents in neigh-
boring circuits. In addition to this there exists also an electro-
static effect, a charge on one conductor will induce charges on all
neighboring conductors, and any variation in the charge will
produce an electric current. We thus have two distinct phenorn-
ena acting simultaneously, both causing trouble on telephone
lines. It is to be noticed, however, that the two effects act in
opposite directions. The establishment of a current in one
circuit is accompanied by an induced current in any neighboring
circuit in the opposite direction, while when the current in the
inducing circuit is decreasing, the induced current will be in
the same direction. In the case of electrostatic induction the
conditions are reversed. When both forms of induction act
together we obtain a resultant effect which depends on the
various electrical constants of the lines and their relative im-
portance. It would appear therefore quite evident that to
obtain a knowledge of the effect due to induction, we must first
be able to ascertain the relative importance of one form of
induction as compared with the other, and to determine the
factors which enter in fixing the magnitude of each. A thorough
knowledge of these factors may be of considerable assistance
in improving the conditions of telephone lines, or at least it
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may suggest some methods for overcoming induction effects
which are a source of considerable annoyatnce to users of tele-
phones.
In a paper presented before the American Institute of Elec-
trical Engineers in 1891,* Mr. J. J. Carty discussed a series of
experiments which he had conducted to determine the relative
importance of the electrostatic as compared with the electro-
magnetic induction. His conclusions were that the electro-
magnetic effect is entirely negligible as compared with the
electrostatic effect; in fact in his experiments he has not been
able to detect any electromagnetic effect at all. In the dis-
cussion of his paper Mr. Carty made the following statement:
'I go so far as to set forth that the effect of electromagnetic induc-
tion between parallel telephone wires may be neglected. That is, that
when a man is talking on one wire and his speech is heard by induction
on a parallel wire, that that speech finds its way between the two wires
T,
T2
Fig. 1
by virtue of electrostatic induction, and that electromagnetic induction
is entirely negligible."
This view expressed by Mr. Carty has generally been ac-
cepted by telephone engineers, and is usually given a very
prominent place in all text books on telephory.
In what follows I shall discuss this question from a mathe-
matical standpoint, and shall show that not only is the electro-
magnetic induction not a negligible quantity, but that in some
cases the electromagnetic effect may be much larger than the
electrostatic effect; and I shall further show that the results
Mr. Carty obtained were correct, that under the conditions of
Mr. Carty's experiments he could have obtained only an electro-
static effect. To infer, however, from his results, as Mr. Carty
has done, that what is true for the case he experimented with-
*J J. Carty, TRANSACTIONS. of the A. T. E. E. 1891. Vol. 8, page 114.
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a line three hundred feet long-is equally true for a line so
many miles long is, as I will show, quite erroneous.
Suppose we have two lines T1 and T2 running parallel to
each other and both are grounded at the two ends; T1 may be
a power circuit or telephone circuit, G is a source of an alternat-
ing electromotive force, and T2 a telephone line. We wish to
consider what is the nature of the induced currents in line T2.'
Let L1, R1, C1, denote the self-inductance, resistance, and
capacity per unit length of line T1, and similar letters with
suffix 2 denote the same constants of line T,; M will denote
the mutual electromagnetic inductance and C12 the mutual
electrostatic inductance. Let also x and y denote the currents,
V1 and V2 the potentials at anly point on the lines T1 and T2.
The algebraic sum of the forces acting at any point on the
two lines will be given by the following equations:
di dy dVs
d 1 x+M dx dV2sL2
-dY-+R ,V+Mdt+ d s
We also have the eIe"ctrostatic relation,
Cl VI-C12 V2 = q, (2)
C2 V2+C12 V7 _q2
By the aid of the equations of contint
dq, d x
d t d s
dq. d y
d t ds
we may write equations (2) after differentiating with respect
to t in the following form:
d VC d 2 dX
d t dt ds
(3)
dVz dVI d y
2 dt+C42dT ds
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Differentiating equations (1) with respect to s we get:
d2x d x d2 y dM71
d td s+Rd M d-tdt dsd s 0
(4)
L2d~+R2 _M d2 d2VdLZdd d s 2 ds d td s dS2
If we differentiate equations (3) with respect to t, and intro-
duce the values of d X d d' thus obtained into equationsd sd t' d sd t
d x d_y(4) and also the values of and d Y from equations (3)weds ds
shall obtain the following equations:
d2V d V2RGdV1R dc V
L G1 d t2 L 12 -d t2 C d t+ 1C1L2-d'
+M C2 d2V2+M C12d _ld2V1dMC2 dt2M1 di d S2
(5)
t22d t Ct+ -d-tl±RICz di 1+2 dt
d2V d2 V _d2 V
+MC di+ GI dt ds
Assuming that the impressed electromotive force be simple
harmonic, that is the real part of E eP' say, then the potentials
at any point along the lines will be simple harmonic, and there-
fore we may, put:
d2VI ddV1ipV
d t2 P2V1, dt =ipV1
d2V d V
2
-p2 V2, d P-sp 2
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Introducing these values in equation (5) and rearranging we get:
d2V1 = a, V1+ b1 V2d s2
(6)
d2 V2 =a2V2+b2V1
d s2 a2,bV
Where,
a1 = p2 L1C,+'ipR1 7MC12p2
b=- p L, C12 +ipR, C12-M C9 p2
a2 p2L2 C2+spR2 C2 M C12p2
b2 =-p2 L2 C12±i p R2 C12-M C1 p2 (7)
Each of the equations (6) contains two dependent variables
which make it rather difficult to solve. We can, however,
transform equations (6) into equations containing only one
dependent variable Ly the following device :*
Put
V1=W+W2
V2 = fl WI1±2 W2
where h1 and f2 are arbitrary constants.
Equations (6) will transform into the following:
d2WI d2 W2d S+ d 2 2= (a + bl f,) W + (a, q-bl f2) W2d 2 ds2
dW1 d21V
S ds+f2iddW22 = (a2 fl+bl) Wl+(a2 f2+b2) W2
Eliminating first W1 and then W2 we get the following equations:
(a2 72+b2- a, ),- b1 h f2) dS2 2W+b2-a,f21 d2S2d d2+a 2b- 1J 1)2
- (a1 a2-b, b2) (fl-ft) Wl
d2WI ~ ~ -b J ~d2 W2(a + b2-a, f -1b f 2) d--a+(a1a, 2bl f I d S2
- (a1 a2 - b1 b2) (f- f2) W2
*See 0. Heaviside coll. papers, v(l. 1, p. 126.
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now determeine f2 and f from the equations
a2f2+b2-aia2b1222 = 0
a2Jf+b2- a1,-b1f12 = 0
that is,
a2- a1 V(a- a2)' + 4 b. b2f2 2 bl
(9)
a2-a1-(a1-a2)2 + 4 b, b-2b1
Equations (8) will reduce to the following:
d2WI Wd s 2W
(10)
d2 W14 p
d1 s22 W
where,
K2 _ (a, a2-,b b2) (f f,Y
a2f±+b2-a,fl -blljf2
(11)
p2 (a a2-b, ) (
a2 f, j b2 1al 2 1i , f2
The complete solutions of (10) will be the following:
W, A cos , (1- s) +B sin , (1- s) (12)
W2 Dcos , (I(-s)+F sinp (I-s)
The constants are to be determined from the following bound-
ary conditions:
When
S =0, V1=E eiPt 2= 0
s =l VI =0, 72 = 0
Now, S-w
~V2- 2-°
NOWf~ ~ ~ ~ W
W1=flVW f2- fl
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Hence, when s = 0
W =A cos,al+Bsin uI _ B eiPfl- f2
E eiPt
W DcvD1osI+F sin PI I 12)f
When s It
WI = A =0
2 =D=O
and therefore,
flE eiPt
(J1 -f2) .sin oaE
F2E eiPt
U2
-ft) sin p,1 1
Introducing the values of the constants thus obtained into
equation (12) we shall obtain the following values for V, and V2.:
vt= Wl + v= (Jl1sin!(l S)tsin /t (- S)) E eiP
(13)
J2sin (I- s) f2sin t 1-s) E eiPt
V2 = j l +sin/IAI sin a1l/I f-fE
The values of ,u and p, may be obtained by inspection of
equation (10) which gives
(a1 a-b1 b2) (f2-)
a2- + b:-a11- b1iJ2
(14)
-
2
= p2 - (a a,2- b1 b) (J1-f2
-a2J1+b,- a1J2-bliJ1J2
The value of the currents in the two lines can be easily ob-
tainred fronm equation (13) by the aid of equation (3). Thus:
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-X=5 [C1i5p ( Jt Cos (l-S) Ccos ti(l- S))
01* P (y12 Cos (1- S) 12 Cos P (-s) eP
+'C12 P \ sin Ii sin a, 1 2
y lfl COS 1-t (1- S) 2(1
-y- [02ip(li csjQ s) 2CS(l-s))
Lb p It sin ,( I p,u sin ]
cos1(I s) i2cos,I1(1s)\1 EeeP+' C12 P_
,sin 1 , sim lJJ1 -12
Rearranging we obtain:
-X (( f1+Co12 12)cos l- s)
C( +0C12122) Cos (l-S)) p E eiPt
>~~~~p,Iiwi rsinyp, I/ f-2
(16)
_
y (C21fl2+Co21)210 siln )
2 Cos t1 (I-s)\ i p E eiPt
_(C2 f2 +C12 fa2) sin 1, / 11-12
The second equation of (16) gives us the final expression for
the currents in any wire due to electraxiagnetic and electro-
static induction of a parallel wire. The inducing line may be
part of a power circutit, lighting circuit, or a similar telephone
line. In deducing equations (16) we have taken account of
the difference in dimensions, or electrical constants, of the two
lines which react upon each other, which will of course be the
case if we wish to calculate the currents induced in a telephone
line by a power circuit running parallel to it.
According to some recent reports, the introduction of the
single-phase electric railway plays havoc with service on tele-
phone and telegraph lines which parallel the railways. This
will in all probability be a very serious problem, and a careful
consideration of equation (16) will give us a better insight
into the nature of the problem and the magnitude of the disturb-
ance. It rnay also possibly suggest some means for eliminating
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these disturbances or at least reducing them to a minimum.
I hope to consider this phase of the problem in another paper,
but for the present 1 shall limit my discussion to the case of two
parallel telephone lines.
If it is the influence of two telephone lines on each other that
we wish to investigate, then equations (16) will be somewhat
simplified; for in that case we find by examining equations (6)
that
a- a2 b -b2
equations (9) will therefore reduce to
It /2
Hence equations (16) will become,
- '~C+C~cosp (-s) (C C1cos It, (-s)\.pFePX Wk((C Cs2) -, si )- C- sina1 i/ eiP'
(17)
- =~~ Cos[~I)t(C) cs (l s) pBE ePi
-y- ((C+ Cl 2) - (Cn--(C12)-CSlA"tI
The values of -t and p, are given by equations (14) which in
the case of two parallel wires reduce to the following:
-= a +b =- p2 (L+M) (C+ C12) pR (C+C12) (17)
2
a b pl (L M) (C-012)+ipR (C-C12)
, and , are of course complex quantities, putting
M aia,+P}
and solting for a, 3, a, and % we get
a 5 Vip (C+C12) [VE (L+M)2+R2+p(L+M)]
P V1 p (C+C12) [V/p2(L+M)2+R2 P (L+M)]
_________________________________
(18)
(Xl v/p (C- C12) [Vp2 (L- M)2+R2+P (LM)
P = V1p(cC12 [v'-p2LM)2+-R2 p (L-M)]
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It remains now to separate the values of x and y into the
real and imaginary parts, for the actual currents in the lines
will be the real parts of the values of x and y as given by
equation (17). Now
i p E eiPt ipE (cospt+isinpt)
,cf sin , I (at +zs ) sin (aL+; ,B) I
2 (a-z) (sina I(el3+ e-l) -icos al (e3-e-Rl))Eip (cospt+ssin pt)
(2+2)[sin~a I e~ + 2 -F e-I') + cos' a I (e21- 2 + e-'1]1
the real part of which is
2 E p cos arI WI -9-1) -CY sin acI (eftl e-81) sin p t
+ P:sina l(ell+e&:)A-oacos a l (e/?l e-0) } cospt]
(a2 +A-2) (e281 + e-2RI- 2 cos 2 a 1)
2 E p sin (pt b)
V\/(a!2Ap2) (2 cos h 2: I - 2cos 2 a 1)
Where tan -
3 sin a I (ef1 + e-91) + a cos a 1 (e'l - e-81) (
cos a I (e1l- e0) - a sin a I (egl+e-3') (20)
When j3 I is a very small quantity, then approximately
tan 0 - (21)a
When P 1 is very large, then the above equation will be approx-imately
, sin a Z+ a cos a!tan Pcosal- asinal (22)
At the end of the line, say when s= 1, the values of the cur-
rents will therefore be given by the following equations:
(Cl + C1) sin (p t + )
-X =Ep
-I f V(a2A2+p2) (2cosh2Pl 2cos 2 al1)
(C1- C12) sin (p t k1)
V(a2 +p2) (2cosh21l- 2 cos 2 a,1)(23)
((Cl + C, ) sin (p17
s(ac2+ 2) (2cos h2 l1 2 cos 2a 1)
(C1- Cl2) sin (p t++b)
V//(a1 +-2) (2 cos h 2/h 1- 2 cos 2 a1,)
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The second equation of (23) represents the current at one end
of the line T, due to the electromagnetic and electrostatic in-
duction. We may put equation (23) in a more convenient form,
thus:
yi EpVA,+B 2Ai cos( 17 sin (Pt+k) (24)
Where
C- C12
A (a 2 + 2) (2 cos h 2 P1 1-2 cos 2 a1 1)
C±Ci2B~~~~ i (25)
V(a2+ 2) (2cos h 2p1-2 cos 2a). (25
A cos - B cos bta:n 0 = A sin -B sinr5
The maximium value of the current will evidently be,
E pVA2+B2_2A Bcos(50-k1)
Now to find the ratio of the electrostatic to the electromagnetic
induction, we calculate the value of yi as given by equation (24)
first on the supposition that M 0= ; that is, that the whole
effect is purely electrostatic, an( then calculate the value of
y' on putting C12 = 0; that ~s, assuming that the effect is purely
electromagnetic. We can thus obtain an estimate of the rela-
tive importance of the two forms of induction in causing dis-
turbances in parallel lines. The values of the various electrical
coefficients which enter into the calculations were determined
from formulas given by Mr. Heaviside* in his collected papers,
which are as follows:
L = 2+log 2 h
2 r
M _log d2v+(h±+h2)2
d2±(hi - h2)2
2 h
C=(2-log 21h)2 (lo 242)2
(26)
d2+4 h2log d2
C12 ( g h) (l g d 4 h)2
*0. Heaviside collected papers, Vol. 1, pp. 44 and 101.
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These formulas apply to the case of parallel suspended wires
where h is the height above the ground, d is the distance be-
tween the wires, and r is the radius of the wire.
Let us now consider an example; suppose the two wires are
1.25 cm. apart, and at about 1000 cm. above the ground let the
radius of each wire be 0.1t cm., then we find
L = 0.00203 henry per kilometre.
M = 0.00147
C = 0.0118 mf.
C12 0.0088 mf.
R 3 ohms per kilornetre approximately.
Using these values for the constants of the lines, T have cal-
culated the maximrnum of the current yz, as given by equation(24),
TL
Fig,2 R3
first assuming that we have only electrostatic induction;
that is, M= 0, and second assuming that we have only electro-
magnetic induction; that is, C12 = 0. The ratios of the two
forms of induction for various lengths of lines given below:
e. SA
e. M.
0. 1 km. 0.02
100 km. 0.44
1000 km. 1.6
From this short table it will be seen that for the particular
case under consideration, the electromagnetic induction is far
larger than the electrostatic; but as the length increases the
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electrostatic is gaining more rapidly than the electromagnetic,
and thus at 1000 km., the electrostatic has overpowered the
electromagnetic. In obtaining the above results we have as-
sumed that our :line does not have any telephone receiver in
it, which is of course not the important case. In the case of
a long line, however, say 100 km. or more, where the inductance
of the line is large, compared with the inductance of the re-
ceiver, the introduction of a receiver will not modify the result
to any great extent, but in the case of a short line, the intro-
duction of one or more receivers may affect the results to a
very great extent. Let us consider for example one of Mr.
Carty's experiments.
There are two lines of about 0.1 km. long stretched side by
Aside at a distance of about 1 cm. and there are three telephone
receivers in the second line, the complete solution of this prob-
lem is not of course so simple, yet as an approximation we may
consider the introduction of the telephone receivers in such a
short line as a distributed inductance and resistance. If the
inductance of each receiver is 0.05 henry and its resistance is
50 ohms, then for such a short line, the inductance per unit
length will be L = 1.5 henry and R = 1500 ohms. Assuming
these to be the constants of our line we find, on calculating as
in the previous cases, that the current due to electromagnetic
induction is practically zero, and it is only the current due to
electrostatic induction that has any appreciable value, and this
is what Mr. Carty obtained experimentally. To infer from this
that electromagnetic induction is negligible in all cases is how-
ever, certainly incorrect. In the case of a long line, say 500 km.,
the induction and resistance of the telephone receivers will not
modify to any great extent the constants of the line, and in
that case the electromagnetic induction is just as important
as the electrostatic induction. Which is the more important
depends a great deal on the length of the lines, their height
above the grounK, and their distance apart. By varying any
one of the above factors we shall vary the ratio of the electro-
magnetic to the clectrostatic induction.
